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Caffeinated Google
By Michael Castelluccio, Editor

The Google Search engine is an engineering marvel. Consider what it does. While continuously searching and
indexing the content of the largest collection of human
now even in bright sunlight on
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knowledge ever assembled, Google Search answers any
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you brought back from your last trip, and “weather

on-ramp to YouTube. The com-

pounds. www.samsung.com

07645” will show you a four-day forecast for Montvale,

The adolescent technology, now 13 years old, was

If you know the keyboard shortcuts, there are more

N.J.
The keyboard shortcuts for these 28 specialized
searches are explained at www.google.com/help/
features.html. While you’re at it, don’t forget to check out
the built-in calculator for Google. It can handle basic
math as well as sophisticated formulas, all on the Google
entry field. Just enter the problem, formula, or arithmetic
continued on next page
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string in the search field—no need to call up a separate page

Caffeine will make the content on Google’s index more

or device. You can get a quick review of the calculator at

contemporaneous. Or, as PC World characterizes it, the new

www.google.com/help/calculator.html.

system will be “closer to live than Google’s previous system.”

Not only does Google Search map and manage the vast-

The Google spiders that are constantly crawling the Web to

ness of the Internet, but it also is quick—science-fiction

gather new content are now not only smarter, but they are

quick. Think about someone going to the library to look up,

much faster. Matt Cutts, head of Google’s Web team, told

say, Minimata. Once there, they pull out a card-catalog draw-

PC World the new search engine indexes the new content

er, flip through the alphabet, note a long number on a piece

immediately: “We process it immediately so we can serve it

of paper, close the drawer and wander up to the second floor,

seconds later.” Areas where this will make the most differ-

making left and right turns in the stacks, finally finding the

ence will be news and the interactive content that drives

number that’s written down, and opening the book to the

sites such as Facebook and Twitter.

index looking for the place where the answer might be.
Now imagine a different approach. Enter “Minimata” in

Cutts explained that in the early days Google would
update its index every four months. In 2000, it shortened

the Google search field, and click. In 0.26 seconds you have

the schedule to every month, but the updates still took a

281,000 results from worldwide sources (the figures are

week to 10 days to complete. And because the Google index

from the search I just did on the computer on which I’m

lives on many different data centers, when you did a search,

writing this). And the most relevant stories, images, and

depending on which data center was processing your

videos are at the top of the list, sorted thanks to Google’s

request, the return might be different from the same search

Page Rank algorithm.

done by someone in a different location.

For those who think that computing has accelerated life

The Caffeine system has been installed in all the Google

to an unacceptably frantic pace, the alternative in the case

data centers, and it will increase not only the speed, but also

above is that in the time it takes your friend to wander off to

the amount of information the system can handle. “On the

the library for some answers, you could have made your

order of 100 petabytes,” according to Cutts. A petabyte is “a

lunch, eaten your lunch, and then taken a nap out on the

unit of information equal to one quadrillion (short scale)

porch while waiting for your friend to go and gather some

bytes, or 1,000 terabytes” (Wikipedia). By comparison,

answers about Minimata—site of one of the worst environ-

Wikipedia writes, “Google processes about 24 petabytes of

mental disasters of the 20th Century.

data per day, and AT&T has about 19 petabytes of data
transferred through their networks each day.”

CAFFEINE INDEXING SYSTEM

explain the change: “In fact, every second, Caffeine processes

like Google Search would benefit from improvements that

hundreds of thousands of pages in parallel. If this were a

help it keep up. On June 8, Google announced on its official

pile of paper it would grow three miles taller every second.

blog a new search index called Caffeine. The post explained,

Caffeine takes up nearly 100 million gigabytes of storage in

“Today, we’re announcing the completion of a new web

one database and adds new information at a rate of hun-

indexing system called Caffeine. Caffeine provides 50 per-

dreds of thousands of gigabytes per day.”

cent fresher results for Web searches than our last index, and

The old engine was updated in layers, but the new

it’s the largest collection of web content we’ve offered.

approach strives for a global simultaneity. Google explains,

Whether it’s a news story, a blog or a forum post, you can

“Our old index had several layers, some of which were

now find links to relevant content much sooner after it is

refreshed at a faster rate than others; the main layer would

published than was possible ever before.”

update every couple of weeks. To refresh a layer of the old

The Mountain View company said there were two reasons

index, we would analyze the entire Web, which meant there

for this new system. One, the Web is becoming more com-

was a significant delay between when we found a page and

plex as pages are enriched with content in many more for-

made it available to you. With Caffeine, we analyze the Web

mats than just text. And, second, “People’s expectations for

in small portions and update our search index on a continu-

search are higher than they used to be. Searchers want to

ous basis, globally.”

find the latest relevant content, and publishers expect to be
found the instant they publish.”
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In the June 8 blog, Google used several analogies to

Because the Web is in a constant state of flux, any service
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The Caffeine blog ends with this assurance: “Look for
more improvements in the months to come.” SF

